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VAN earthquake predictions - an attempt at 
statistical evaluation 

Y. Y. Kagan 
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Abstract. Statistical verification of the VAN or SES 
(seismic electric signals) predictions from 1987-1989 is 
considered. The test is carried out with the updated 
ruies proposed by Varotsos et al. [1996]. Although 
for the Greek (SI-NOA) earthquake catalog the VAN 
method formally is successful, this high rate of success 
is due either to the retroactive adjustment of prediction 
rules or to the non-randomness of seismicity. A simple 
prediction algorithm accounting for earthquake cluster
ing (foreshock-mainshock-aftershock sequences), yields 
similar or even better forecast results. If we remove 
dependent events from the catalog, the 'prediction ef
fect' becomes statistically insignificant. For the PDE 
(NOAA) catalog the test shows that the VAN predic
tions' rate of success can be attributed to chance. 

Introduction 

Varotsos et al. [1996] examine the history of the 
application of seismic electric signals (known as the 
VAN or SES precursors) for earthquake prediction, as 
well as efforts by several groups [Hamada, 1993; Mula
rgia and Gasperini, 1992, 1993; Shnirman et al., 1993; 
Takayama, 1993] to verify the prediction results statis
tically. These validation attempts lead to conflicting 
conclusions: on the one hand, Mulargia and Gasperini 
[1992, 1993] state that the successful VAN predictions 
can be attributed to a random chance, whereas Hamada 
[1993], Shnirman et al. [1993], and Takayama [1993] 
find a significant correlation between the VAN signals 
and ensuing earthquakes. Varotsos et al. [1996] summa
rize the discussion, propose more detailed and specific 
prediction criteria and offer basic rules for testing the 
predictions. In particular, they argue that magnitude, 
time and location of the prediction alarm and each sub:' 
sequent earthquake needs to be analyzed in order to ver
ify the prediction. Moreover, during a statistical test of 
the prediction, the non-Poisson behavior of earthquake 
sequences needs to be properly accounted for. These 
rules take into account the basic requirements for for
mal; rigorous statistical testing of forecasts; however, 
an additional distinction should be made between ret
rospective and forward predictions. 

Since we do not have a general comprehensive the
ory of earthquake occurrence, we apply empirical tech
niques for earthquake prediction. Therefore, any per-
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spective forecast method should be tested at two stages: 
(1) a learning period, when suitability of the method 
is ascertained, and values of adjustable parameters es
tablished; and (2) a control stage, where no parameter 
fitting is allowed [Jackson, 1996]. If the VAN method 
authors had followed the procedure, it would be signif
icantly easier to reach definite conclusions. However, 
even though the method has been known since 1981, 
no such test has been carried out. Even now there is 
some uncertainty about the values of the VAN basic 
parameters: for example, Varotsos at al. [1996] indicate 
that Mulargia and Gasperini's [1992] analysis is defi~ 
cient since they used a single time period for the VAN 
alarms (11 or 22 days); whereas Varotsos at al. [1996] 
suggest three different lead times. However , Hamada 
[1993] and Shnirman et al. [1993] also use a single pe
riod (22 and 42 days, respectively), and Varotsos at al. 
[1996] seem to accept their results. 

The testing of retrospective predictions requires prop
er accounting for degrees of freedom employed by the 
forecast model [Molchan and Rotwain, 1983). These de
grees of freedom include explicit adjustable parameters 
of the model and selection of 'hidden' parameters: the 
earthquake catalog, spatial boundaries, beginning and 
ending times of the test, etc. Although the statistical 
theory can accommodate SOme parameter adjustment, 
in general, the validation becomes more difficult, espe
cially when the number of degrees of freedom is compa
rable to the number of successful predictions. For exam
ple, by granting an exception to the rules, as in Hamada 
[1993, p. 207], we can arbitrarily increase the success 
rate. Similarly, Shnirman et al. [1993] find four earth
quakes successfully predicted by the VAN method, with 
one failure: at least several variables (magnitude cutoff, 
alarm duration, catalog selection) have been modified 
to achieve the result. 

I define M earthquake magnitude; Me magnitude 
cutoff of a catalog; Ma magnitude of predicted earth
quake; t:l.M magnitude difference between prediction 
and earthquake (Ma - M); t:l.T time difference in days 
between prediction and earthquake; N q the total num
ber of earthquakes during an observation period (Le., 
those events which could be in principle predicted); 
nq the number of successfully predicted earthquakes; 
Na the total number of alarms; ta alarm time; T 
time span of a catalog; Rmaz radius of an alarm cir
cle; v = {Nq - nq)/Nq fraction of failures to predict 
[Molchan and Kagan, 1992]; 'T = Eta/T fraction of 
alarm time, or more generally fraction of alarm time
space; J1. expected number of prediction successes; O! 

significance level. 
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VAN predictions and tests 

Varotsos et al. [1996] propose that VAN alarms refer 
only to earthquakes with magnitude greater or equal to 
5 (Me = 5.0, Ma ~ 5.0), 6.M :5 0.7, and three limits 
for ta (11 days for a single SES, 22 days for several SES 
signals, and ta '... of the order of 1 month .. .' for "grad
ual variation of electric field" - GVEF). They mention 
two distance limits R ma:1J' 30 km and 50 km without 
indicating their final choice; I take Rma:1J = 100 km as 
in Hamada [1993]. Thus, there are 7 formal adjustable 
parameters in the VAN method. 

Presently there is no consensus on the rules for 
earthquake prediction validation. The often mentioned 
failure-to-predict (v) versus false alarm criterion is 
clearly unsatisfactory, since a trivial strategy of alarm 
declaration for the entire region leads to zero errors. 
Molchan and Kagan [1992] propose the following three 
criteria to judge the effectiveness of earthquake predic
tion: T and v (fraction of alarm time and fraction of 
missed events), as well as Na , the number of alarms. 
The ratio (1- V)/T is a probability gain of a prediction 
technique; another way to measure the effectiveness of 
a prediction is the sum v + T [ Molchan and Dmitrieva, 
1992]. 

A significance level of 5% or less is usually consid
ered sufficient to reject a null hypothesis. However, if 
adjustable parameters have been used in a test, or sev
eral different cases have been investigated, the a level 
must be reduced [Molchan and Rotwain, 1983; Molchan 
and Dmitrieva, 1992]. 

I use the list of the VAN predictions from January 1, 
1987 to December 1, 1989, (T = 1065 days) [Dologlou, 
1993]. The predicted epicentral area is indicated in 
terms of azimuth and distance from Athens. Mulargia 
and Gasperini [1992] convert these directions into geo
graphical coordinates. I have removed from the list all 
the predictions with Ma < 5.0. Only one prediction 
(on April 27, 1987) was issued using the GVEF rule, 
(item 'b' in Table 1 of Dologlou [1993]), and the only 
qualifying earthquake in the SI-NOA catalog occurred 
on May 29, 1987, i.e., separated by more than 32 days 
from the prediction. The statement defining this pre-

diction (see above) is not numerically specific enough 
to be used in the formal tests. Therefore, I also exclude 
this prediction from consideration. Thus we consider 28 
predictions. I assume that ari alarm can predict more 
than one earthquake. 

I use two earthquake catalogs: the Greek SI-NOA cat
alog (Table 1 in Geller [1996]) for 1987-1989, and the 
PDE (NOAA) catalog [U.S. Geological Survey, 1993] for 
i965-1993 (Table 2 in Gelier [1996]). The magnitude 
in the SI-NOA catalog is used directly; for the PDE 
catalog I add 0.3 to magnitude mb [Hamada, 1993] to 
make it compatible with the VAN predictions. The cat
alogs' space window is 17-27°E, 35-42°N; the hypocen
ter depth limits 0-70 km. The total number of earth
quakes M ~ 5.0 for the prediction time period iIi the 
SI-NOA catalog is 46 (36 of them are less than 100 km 
away from any of the prediction points, Nq = 36). The 
PDE catalog has 39 events with mb ~ 4.7 in the space 
window, N q = 33. 

Table 1 displays an abbreviated list of predictions, 
and seven earthquakes from the SI-NOA catalog which 
formally satisfy the prediction criteria. How can we 
evaluate whether the seven successful predictions shown 
in Table 1 are a chance coincidence? Mulargia and 
Gasperini [1992, 1993], Hamada [1993], Shn1.rman et 
al. [1993], and Takayama [1993] have considered this 
problem. I see certain de6ciencies in the above tests: 
(1) Since Varotsos et al. [1996] specified the forecast 
parameters, it is necessary to repeat the analysis with 
updated rules. (2) Earthquake clustering, which mani
fests itself mostly in aftershock sequences, has not been 
properly taken into account. (3) The probability of 
earthquake occurrence is often calculated using Nata 
over all the predictions issued. The value is incorrect 
when Nata is comparable in size with T. For example, 
for ta = 22 days and 29 predictions [Varotsos et al., 
1996]; Nata = 0.6 T. Using formula (2.17) of Molchan 
and Rotwain [1983], I calculate that the average total 
alarm time is 0.45 T, i.e., significantly smaller than the 
value above. The actual measurement for the 29 VAN 
predictions in 1987-1989, using ta = 22 days, yields the 
value T = 0.42. For the ta values suggested by Varotsos 
et al. [1996] and 28 predictions, T = 0.25. (4) Loca-

Table 1. List of VAN earthquake predictions and earthquakes 

VAN Predictions Earthquakes 
No Date Coordinates Ma Date Coordinates M il fl.T fl.M 

yr/mo/da degrees mo/da degrees km days 

1 1987/2/26 37.94 20.32 6.5 2/27 38.40 20.42 5.9 48.4 2.0 0.6 
2 1988/5/15 37.94 20.32 5.3 5/18 38.35 20.47 5.8 47.5 3.2 -0.5 

a)5/22 38.35 20.53 5.5 49.4 7.3 -0.2 
3 1988/5/30 37.94 20.32 5.4 b)6/2 38.27 20.37 5.0 36.8 3.4 0.4 

b)6/6 38.30 20.48 5.0 42.6 7.3 0.4 
*4 1988/9/1 37.96 21.01 5.8 9/22 37.98 21.12 5.5 10.0 21.5 0.3 
*5 1988/9/30 37.96 21.01 5.3 b) 10/16 37.90 20.97 6.0 7.2 16.5 -0.7 

* signifies series of SES predictions, ta = 22 days; 
a) dependent event (aftershock) is removed according to Equations (1) and (2) with Tc = 1; 
b) dependent events are removed when Tc = O. 
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tions of earthquake epicenters and alarms were either 
not taken into consideration [Shnirman et al., 1993] or 
are accounted for in an approximate fashion [Hamada, 
1993]. (5) In all of these tests, the significance level 
has been calculated using a single average value for J.t. 
This might lead to overestimation of a, as the follow
ing example shows. Suppose five successful alarms with 
ta = 0.1 T have been issued in five spatially separate 
regions; only one earthquake occurred in each of regions 
1-4, whereas in the fifth region 21 earthquakes are regis
tered. (Such different success levels might be attributed 
to a high level of cultural noise in the fifth region.) The 
average J.t = 2.5; a test based on this value would yield 
a = 11% (using the Poisson approximation), invalidat
ing the method. However, if we calculate the proba
bility of a chance success in each region separately, the 
combined a < 10-4 • 

The test method which does not have the defects de
scribed above is Monte Carlo simulation: we randomize 
the occurrence time of earthquakes in a catalog, keep
ing their epicentral position and magnitude unchanged, 
and then perform calculations such as in Table 1, with 
a synthetic catalog. This procedure is repeated many 
times in order to obtain a statistical distribution of'suc
cess rate' with a randomized catalog. This distribution 
serves as a pattern against which we test the real pre
diction (Table 1). 

Using 106 realizations, I find that J.t = 3.26, J.t/Nq 
corresponds to the fraction of space-time alarm, T. The 
ratio nq / J.t is the probability gain. According to simu
lation results, the probability that seven or more earth
quakes occurred in the prediction zones by chance is 
3.6%; the Poisson approximation using the J.t value 
above yields a = 4.8%. In interpreting these results one 
needs to take into account that the above seven success
ful VAN predictions were obtained after the prediction 
rules were retroactively adjusted using all the available 
data. There are at least six explicit degrees of freedom 
in the VAN model tested here (see above). In principle, 
this should disqualify any statistical test result [J ack
son, 1996]. Let us disregard the above problem for a 
while, to see whether we can reach any conclusion with 
the available information. The following tests could be 
used as a model for the statistical analysis of future 
VAN and similar predictions. 

The values of a indicate that the null hypothesis -
the success of the VAN predictions due to chance - is 
rejected. However, the above conclusion is crucially de
pendent on the condition that earthquakes occur ac
cording to a Poisson process, but shallow earthquakes 
display strong non-Poissonian features [Varotsos et al., 
1996]. 

The test described above, has one potentially seri
ous flaw: earthquakes during three year period 1987-
1989 are assumed to represent the seismicity in Greece. 
Earthquakes cluster both in time and space; therefore 
the use of a relatively short catalog can cause a bias in 
our results. With the PDE catalog we can test whether 
a 3-year sample is sufficient. Analysis of the PDE cat
alog yields six successful predictions (entries 17, 18, 19, 

20, 22, and 24 in Table 2 [Geller, 1996]). I produce two 
sets of simulations: one using 1987-1989 data, and the 
other for the full catalog. Both simulations yield similar 
results: for the PDE catalog a = 11.6% in the first case 
and 9.9% for 1965-1993 data, i.e., the prediction of all 
six events could be attributed to chance. 

Earthquake clustering 

It is relatively simple to devise an earthquake predic
tion scheme which would perform better than a random 
chance: we need to declare an alarm after each strong 
earthquake; most of the following earthquakes would be 
aftershocks, but occasionally an ensuing event would be 
stronger than the first earthquake, thus making the first 
earthquake a foreshock [Molchan and Kagan, 1992, and 
references therein]. Any prospective earthquake pre
diction technique needs to demonstrate that its suc
cess is not due to the influence of earthquake clustering 
(foreshock -mainshock -aftershock sequences). 

Two techniques could be applied to account for earth
quake temporal clustering: (1) we can decluster a cata
log and repeat the measurements; (2) we can show that 
by using the information about clustering, it is possible 
to replicate 'successful' prediction results. 

Declustered catalogs 

Since there is no standard procedure for aftershock re
moval, it is important to agree in advance which method 
will be used to avoid possible bias. As a preliminary 
scheme I apply a variant of Reasenberg's [1985] method 
for aftershock identification. In this procedure we cal
culate a time-distance window around each earthquake 
in a catalog, and declare all earthquakes inside the win
dow to be dependent events. 

In particular, the distance limits (in km) are calcu
lated according to the formula [cf. Reasenberg, 1985] 

R(M) = Rc x 1O(1.2M-4)/3. (1) 

The aftershock zone sizes are 4.6 km for M = 4 and 46 
km for M = 6.5, if we take Rc = 2.5 km. For the time 
limits I use the following formula which is a variant of 
that used by Reasenberg [1985] 

T(M) = ~O x 102(M -4-Tc )/3. (2) 

Equation (2) yields a time limit of 3.33 days for M = 5 
and 33.3 days for M = 6.5 for Tc = 1; for Tc = 0 the 
above limits are obtained for M = 4 and for M = 5.5, 
respectively. 

If an earthquake is in the time-distance window of 
another event, it is deleted from the declustered cat
alog. As a result of the application of (1) and (2) to 
the original catalog for Tc = 1 we delete only one af
tershock from the SI-NOA catalog; for Tc = 0 one fore
shock and three aftershocks are found (see Table 1). 
We also need to correct the prediction list for the clus
tering, otherwise the application of the predictions to 
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a declustered catalog would yield a biased result. It is 
not easy to devise a formal, unambiguous scheme for the 
prediction 'declustering.' I keep only predictions that 
are separated by more than 11 days from the previous 
forecast. As a result, nine out of 28 predictions have 
been removed (entries 'g,' 'h,' 2, 4, 5, 8, 12, 16, and 
19, see Table 1 in Dologlou [1993]). The simulation pro
cess, similar to the process described above, produces 
the following outcome: for Tc = 1, N q = 30, nq = 6, 
J.L = 2.5, and a = 3.3%; for Tc = 0, N q = 27, nq = 3, 
J.L = 2.1, and a = 35%. This means, that depending on 
the declustering algorithm, we can either reject the null 
hypothesis or accept it. 

Alternative prediction 

As another test I declare an alarm after each of 46 
earthquakes with M ~ 5 in the SI-NOA catalog in a 
time-space window defined by Equations (1) and (2). 
After brief experimentation with two adjustable param
eters, the following values Tc = ° and Rc = 6.25 km 
yield 7 'successful' predictions, the number of successes 
for the VAN forecasts (see Table 1). The value of J.L 
is 2.20, smaller than that found by the VAN method, 
a = 0.4%. Although the total number of alarms (46) 
is larger than that in the VAN procedure (depending 
on how one counts double predictions, we get either 28 
or 43 VAN alarms in 1987-1989), this technique uses 
only two degrees of freedom versus 6 degrees for the 
VAN method. Moreover, we do not need any additional 
(electrical) measurements to achieve the prediction per
formance of the VAN method. 

Discussion and conclusions 

The results of statistical tests of the VAN earthquake 
prediction method suggest that although the technique 
formally is successful, its success might be due either to 
the posterior adjustment of the prediction rules, or to 
clustering of shallow earthquakes. A simple prediction 
algorithm, accounting for non-random seismicity, yields 
similar forecast results. Since the processing of electric 
signals is not formalized, it is possible that electric sig
nals were interpreted differently during seismically quiet 
periods than during periods 'of seismic activity. This 
could possibly explain the large difference between the 
numbers of successful predictions in forward and reverse 
time [Mulargia and Gasperini, 1992, 1993). 

There is still a possibility that precursory electric sig
nals are registered before strong earthquakes as well as 
during aftershock sequences, and that the connection is 
thus real. Statistical tests do not usually give a final 
answer. However, it is clear from the tests that if such 
a correlation exists, it is weak, and it will be difficult to 
establish its statistical significance. Jackson [1996) con-

siders in detail the conditions that need to be taken into 
account if the VAN method is to be tested rigorously in 
the future. 
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